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Energy flows through the solar atmosphere in mysterious ways. Structures may appear out of nowhere
through rapid heating or cooling, plasma can evaporate or condense quickly. Understanding the thermal coupling through the atmosphere is key to uncover the origin of many solar phenomena. To probe
di↵erent temperatures, we must combine spectral lines formed over a wide range of plasma properties, a challenging task. The advent of the IRIS mission has made this task easier by providing a
broad thermal coverage and high spatial resolution. Combining IRIS with other observatories has
significantly improved our understanding of phenomena as diverse as spicules, penumbral micro-jets,
Ellerman bombs, the unresolved fine structure, and many others in both quiet and active regions. I will
cover some of IRIS ’s successes in mapping the thermal coupling between the chromosphere and transition region. More generally, I will argue how the multi-instrument approach is becoming an essential
tool to understand phenomena that can no longer be regarded as separate manifestations in di↵erent
layers, and are intrinsically multi-thermal.
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environment has a key role
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Heating of spicules to at
least TR temperatures
occurs naturally in radiative
MHD simulations
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Propagating Coronal
Disturbances (PCDs)

Krzysztof Barczynski’s
talk earlier today

See Bart De Pontieu’s
and Ineke De Moortel’s
talks later today!
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Coronal
Rain
• Progressive cooling from TR to
chromosphere
• Significant cooling before clumps
reach the surface
• Still some plasma co-exists at
coronal temperatures
• Thin layer (<0.33”) from
chromosphere to TR temperatures

Antolin et al. (2015, ApJL 806)
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Figure 6. Overall ﬁeld-line topology and the onset of an EB, UV burst, and a small chromospheric ﬂare. (a)Selected ﬁeld
t=9160s. Yellow and red ﬁeldlines have been traced from the areas highlighted by the black insets (left and right, respective
of vertical velocity at the photosphere (red color indicates downﬂowing material).
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• Inverse-Y shape in
chromosphere of some
loops
• Absence of thermal
coupling also important
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3. RESULTS

3.1. Morphology
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Summary 2/2
UV bursts / Ellerman bombs
• Combining IRIS with Hα helps decode height of
energy release site
• IRIS and co-observations provide constraints for
models
• 3D MHD models have reproduced the spectral
signatures of UV bursts and EB

UFS loops

t=0s

A

Fig. 4. Scenario for the
hot explosions, or
bombs. Cartoon of the
bomb scenario. An
undulating magnetic field
line emerges, and the
resulting U-loop gets
dragged down. Being
squeezed together, the
magnetic field reconnects,
and plasma is heated
and accelerated deep in
the atmosphere. The
bidirectional outflow from
the reconnection region
causes the double-humped
line profiles of Si IV, C II, and
Mg II, whereas the cool
material above (white
hashed area) causes the
absorption lines.
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• Combining IRIS with SST shows absence of hot
chromosphere, loops seen mostly in Dopplergrams
• Suggests disconnect between TR/chromosphere,
with some violent ejections possibly reconnection
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Conclusions
• Multi-thermal plasma is ubiquitous

SST/CHROMIS

• IRIS in unique position to trace thermal history
• Combining IRIS with other observatories greatly increase
diagnostic potential:

‣

Access to higher resolution, polarimetry,
photosphere, corona

‣

Some phenomena defined from observations in other
lines (e.g. spicules, EB, prominences)

• Forward modelling provides much-needed guidance to
interpret complex observations

IRIS

AIA

